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Abstract
We calculate the helicity amplitudes for scattering of a quark from both large
and small x gluons of a target proton or nucleus using spinor helicity formalism.
We show that scattering from large x gluons of the target results in non-zero spin
asymmetry at intermediate pt as well as rapidity loss of the projectile quark.
We comment on how this can also generate angular asymmetries in particle
production in high energy collisions.
1 Introduction
The Color Glass Condensate (CGC) is an effective theory of small x gluons in a proton
or nucleus, valid in the limit x → 0 where QCD cross sections are dominated by
small x kinematics and gluon saturation is expected to be the dominant dynamics [1].
Whereas there are strong and tantalizing hints about presence and contribution of
gluon saturation dynamics to forward rapidity particle production and di-jet angular
asymmetry in proton-nucleus collisions at RHIC and the LHC, an unambiguous and
definitive interpretation of the data in terms of gluon saturation is still lacking [2]. To
help clarify the contribution of gluon saturation to these processes, higher order (in αs)
corrections [3] to various particle production cross sections have been computed which
improve the precision of CGC calculations in the small x kinematics, commonly taken
to be x ≤ 0.01.
While higher order corrections are invaluable for precision studies of CGC, they are
still limited to the small x kinematics where x ≤ 0.01. Recalling the kinematic rela-
tion between transverse momentum and rapidity of a produced particle in high energy
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collisions and the Bjorken x of the gluons of the target probed in the scattering given
by x ∼ pt√
s
e−y we see that production of high pt particles is necessarily dominated by
large x kinematics. Since the center of mass energy
√
s of a high energy collision, such
as that at RHIC or the LHC, is fixed it is perhaps more useful to think of small vs
large x limits of the observables rather than the
√
s → ∞ limit as is commonly done
in CGC formalism. This is also important because the large x kinematics will be a
significant part of the phase space of proton/nucleus wave function probed in all pro-
posed Electron Ion Colliders [2]. For the first time it will be possible to experimentally
investigate in detail the transition from large to small x dynamics in large nuclei in a
transverse momentum region where genuinely non-perturbative QCD effects may not
be significant.
Even more significant is perhaps the common estimates of the x kinematics con-
tributing to a production cross section in CGC formalism. Unlike DIS structure func-
tions which can be measured at various Q2 at a fixed value of x, particle production
in proton (nucleus)-proton (nucleus) collisions in the collinear factorization formalism
involves a convolution in x and is sensitive to a range of parton x in the target (and pro-
jectile). In the small x approximation employed in CGC calculations one assumes the
target gluon distribution xG(x,Q2) is rising so fast with 1/x that one can approximate
it as being given by the minimum value of x (≡ xmin) in the convolution, symbolically
written as ∫ 1
xmin
dx xG(x,Q2) · · · ' xminG(xmin, Q2) (1)
where · · · stands for the rest of the collinearly factorized cross section. While this
kind of an approximation may be fine for making parametric estimates or even for
semi-quantitative analysis of the data it can not be expected to be precise as the
above approximation disregards contribution of the larger x (x ≥ 0.01) kinematics 1.
Furthermore making the small x approximation allows one to use eikonal methods [6]
which treat the projectile parton as moving on a straight line and not deflected after
multiply scattering from the target. Clearly this can not be a good approximation
when the scattered parton is at high pt, i.e. deflected by a large angle.
In [7] we proposed a new approach which aims to include contribution of both
small and large x partons of the target to a scattering cross section (see also [8]). The
small x gluons of the target are treated via CGC methods while large x gluons of
the target are treated as the standard partons of QCD-improved parton model. To
do so we calculated the amplitude for multiple scatterings of a quark from a color
field Aµ = Sµ + Aµ where Aµ = (Aµ − Sµ) and Sµ = δµ− in light cone gauge. We
included multiple scatterings from the soft field Sµ, radiated by small x gluons, to
all orders but kept only the single scattering contribution from Aµ field radiated by
a large x gluon. This allows exchange of potentially large longitudinal and transverse
momentum between the projectile and the target, unlike the CGC formalism where
1For a comparison of the target x kinematics contributing to a given process, compare Fig. (10)
in [4] with Fig. (1) in [5].
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scattering involves exchange of small transverse momenta only and no longitudinal
momentum is exchanged.
Here we use spinor helicity formalism [9] to calculate the helicity amplitudes for
scattering of a quark on a proton or nucleus target, including both small and large
x gluons of the target. We show that the scattering cross section is sensitive to the
helicity of the projectile quark and that inclusion of scattering from the large x gluon
results in spin asymmetry for quark scattering. Furthermore, there is longitudinal
momentum transferred from the projectile to the target which results in projectile
rapidity loss, unlike the CGC formalism where the projectile longitudinal momentum
remains unchanged. We argue that, coupled to a realistic description of the target
geometry, this would also lead to angular asymmetries in particle production in high
energy proton-proton (nucleus) collisions.
2 Helicity amplitudes
The amplitude for scattering of a quark projectile on both small and large x gluons of
a target proton or nucleus was computed in [7]. Here we use spinor helicity methods
to evaluate the amplitude for a given projectile quark helicity. There are in principle 4
classes of diagrams contributing as shown in Fig. (1). Multiple soft scatterings of the
  
Figure 1: Scattering of a quark from small and large x gluons of the target.
3
quark (gluon) from the classical color field representing small x gluons of the target is
summed into a semi-infinite Wilson line in fundamental (adjoint) representation which
is shown as solid black rectangles while the wavy line represents single scattering from
a large x gluon of the target proton or nucleus , which itself is shown as a big open
ellipse. The eikonal diagram, labeled ”eik” above, is the standard diagram used in the
hybrid formulation of quark scattering from the small x gluons of a target in CGC
approach [10]. The other three diagrams, labeled 1− 3, are non-zero only in the large
x kinematics and vanish in the small x limit. The amplitudes are (for details and
definitions of Wilson lines see [7], note that anti-path-ordering label is dropped for the
sake of compactness.),
iMeik(p, q) = 2piδ(p+ − q+)
∫
d2xt e
−i(qt−pt)·xt [V (xt)− 1] Neik
iM1(p, q) =
∫
d4x d2zt d
2z¯t
∫
d2kt
(2pi)2
d2k¯t
(2pi)2
ei(k¯−k)x e−i(q¯t−k¯t)·z¯t e−i(kt−pt)·zt
V (x+, z¯t) (ig t
b)V (zt, x
+)N b1
iM2(p, q) = 2 i
∫
d4x ei(q¯
+−p+)x−−i(q¯t−pt)·xt (ig ta)
[
∂x+ U
†(xt, x+)
]ab N b2
iM3(p, q) = −2 i
∫
d4x d2x¯t dx¯
+ d
2p¯1t
(2pi)2
ei(p¯
+
1 −p+)x− e−i(p¯1t−pt)·xt e−i(q¯t−p¯1t)·x¯t[
∂x¯+ V (x¯
+, x¯t)
]
(ig ta)
[
∂x+ U
†(xt, x+)
]ab N b3 (2)
where p, q are the momenta of the incoming and outgoing quark. The Dirac structure
of the numerators in eq. (2) are labeled as N , respectively defined as
Neik = u¯(q) /n u(p)
N b1 =
1
2k+
1
2k¯+
u¯(q¯)
[
/¯n /¯k /Ab(x) /k /n
]
u(p)
N b2 =
1
(p− q¯)2 u¯(q¯)
[
n · (p− q¯) /Ab(x)− (p− q¯) · Ab(x) /n] ]u(p)
N b3 =
1
2n¯ · p¯1(p− p¯1)2 u¯(q¯)
[
/¯n /¯p1
(
n · (p− p¯1) /Ab(x)− (p− p¯1) · Ab(x) /n
)]
u(p)(3)
Note that we have not written out the color indices in fundamental representation
in order to ensure a compact form for the expressions. The contribution of N±eik in
the eikonal diagram is N±eik ∼ p+ ∼
√
s and is already included in CGC calculations.
Furthermore it has zero overlap with the new non-ikonal contributions, therefore we
will ignore it from now on and focus on the new terms. The specific helicity amplitudes
4
are then2
N+,b1 = < k¯+| /Ab(x)|k+ >
N−,b1 = < k¯−| /Ab(x)|k− >
N+,b2 =
1
(p− q¯)2
[
n · (p− q¯) < q¯+| /Ab(x)|p+ > − <np> [q¯ n] (p− q¯) · Ab(x)]
N−,b2 =
1
(p− q¯)2
[
n · (p− q¯) < q¯−| /Ab(x)|p− > − <q¯n> [n p] (p− q¯) · Ab(x)]
N+,b3 =
[q¯n¯] <n¯p¯1>
[
n · (p− p¯1) < p¯+1 | /Ab(x)|p+ >−<np> [p¯1n](p− p¯1) · Ab(x)
]
2n¯ · p¯1(p− p¯1)2
N−,b3 =
<q¯n¯> [n¯p¯1]
[
n · (p− p¯1) < p¯−1 | /Ab(x)|p− >−<p¯1n> [np](p− p¯1) · Ab(x)
]
2n¯ · p¯1(p− p¯1)2
(4)
We note that
N+,b3 =
[q¯n¯] <n¯p¯1>
2n¯ · p¯1 N
+,b
2 (q¯ → p¯1) = N+,b2 (q¯ → p¯1) (5)
and similarly for N−,b3 . The helicity amplitudes above (4) are related via identities like
< k¯+| /Ab |k+ > = < k−| /Ab |k¯− >
< k¯+| /Ab |k+ > =
(
< k¯−| /Ab |k− >
)?
(6)
Using these relations we note that
N−,b1,2,3 =
[N+,b1,2,3]? (7)
2.1 Evaluating the helicity amplitudes
To evaluate the helicity amplitudes above we will need the following relations,
< k±1 | γ+ |k±2 >=
√
2k+1 2k
+
2 (8)
and
< k±1 | γi |k±2 >=
√
k+1 k
+
2
{
k1i ∓ iij kj1
k+1
+
k2i ± iij kj2
k+2
}
(9)
It should be noted that our final state quark spinors are labeled by their momenta
in a bar-ed frame in which their momenta are all longitudinal while momenta of the
initial state quark spinors are in the original center of mass frame . Therefore we need
to transform all the final state momenta and spinors and write them in the original
2The superscript ± refers to helicity of the incoming quark. Since helicity is conserved the helicity
of the outgoing quark is the same as the helicity of the incoming quark and is not shown explicitly.
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frame, this can be formally done using the kinematical generators of Poincare´ group in
the light front form [11] and light front spinors [9] (note that our normalization of the
light front spinors differs from [9] and is the same as [12]). Here we denote by k1 (p1)
the momentum vector constructed from the components of k¯ (p¯1) in the original frame.
We then have
N+1,b = p+
√
q+
p+
{
2A−b (x)− Aib(x)
[
k1i − iij kj1
q+
+
ki + iij k
j
p+
]}
N+2,b =
p+
q2⊥
√
q+
p+
{(
1 +
q+
p+
)
q⊥ · Ab⊥(x) + i
(
1− q
+
p+
)
ij qiA
b
j(x)
}
N+3,b = N+,b2 (qi → p1i)
=
p+
p21⊥
√
q+
p+
{(
1 +
q+
p+
)
p1⊥ · Ab⊥(x) + i
(
1− q
+
p+
)
ij p1iA
b
j(x)
}
(10)
To facilitate comparison with the contribution of the eikonal term ∼ p+ ∼ √s, we have
extracted an explicit factor of p+ above. We also note the appearance of imaginary
term iij in the helicity amplitudes which will lead to spin asymmetry. Next we square
the helicity amplitudes which will be needed for calculation of the scattering cross
section. This is straightforward and gives
|N+, b c1 |2 = 4p+q+ A−b (x)A−c (y)
− 2A−b (x) [q+ l⊥ + p+l1⊥] · Ac⊥(y)− 2A−c (y) [q+ k⊥ + p+k1⊥] · Ab⊥(x)
+ k1⊥ · Ab⊥(x) l⊥ · Ac⊥(y) + k⊥ · Ab⊥(x) l1⊥ · Ac⊥(y)
+ l⊥ · Ab⊥(x) k1⊥ · Ac⊥(y) + l1⊥ · Ab⊥(x) k⊥ · Ac⊥(y)
− [k⊥ · l1⊥ + l⊥ · k1⊥]Ab⊥(x) · Ac⊥(y)
+
q+
p+
[k⊥ · Ab⊥(x) l⊥ · Ac⊥(y)− l⊥ · Ab⊥(x) k⊥ · Ac⊥(y) + k⊥ · l⊥Ab⊥(x) · Ac⊥(y)]
+
p+
q+
[k1⊥ · Ab⊥(x) l1⊥ · Ac⊥(y)− l1⊥ · Ab⊥(x) k1⊥ · Ac⊥(y) + k1⊥ · l1⊥Ab⊥(x) · Ac⊥(y)]
+ i ij
[
2[p+li1 − q+li]A−b (x)Ajc(y)− 2[p+ki1 − q+ki]Ajb(x)A−c (y)
+ [lik1⊥ − li1k⊥ +
q+
p+
lik⊥ − p
+
q+
li1k1⊥] · Ab⊥(x)Ajc(y)
+ [ki1l⊥ − kil1⊥ −
q+
p+
kil⊥ +
p+
q+
ki1l1⊥] · Ac⊥(y)Ajb(x)
]
(11)
and
|N+, b c2 |2 =
q+
p+
1
q4⊥
{[
(4p+ q+) q⊥ · Ab⊥(x) q⊥ · Ac⊥(y) + (p+ − q+)2 q2⊥Ab⊥(x) · Ac⊥(y)
]
+ i ij [(p+)2 − (q+)2]
[
qiA
b
j(x) q⊥ · Ac⊥(y)− qiAcj(y) q⊥ · Ab⊥(x)
]}
(12)
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and
|N+, b c3 |2 =
q+
p+
1
p21⊥ p
2
2⊥
{[
(p+ + q+)2 p1⊥ · Ab⊥(x) p2⊥ · Ac⊥(y)
− (p+ − q+)2 [p2⊥ ·Ab⊥(x) p1⊥ ·Ac⊥(y)− p1⊥ ·p2⊥Ab⊥(x)·Ac⊥(y)] ]
+ i ij [(p+)2 − (q+)2]
[
p1iA
b
j(x) p2⊥ ·Ac⊥(y)− p2iAcj(y) p1⊥ ·Ab⊥(x)
]}
(13)
There are also the off-diagonal terms in the amplitude squared which are not written out
here to save space and specially since they add nothing qualitatively new to the diagonal
terms included here. Using relations (7) it should be clear that all the imaginary terms
proportional to iij above will cancel between contribution of positive and negative
helicity quarks to the unpolarized scattering cross section. On the other hand, if one
is interested in spin asymmetry (in this case the so called double asymmetry)
ALL ≡ dσ
++ − dσ−−
dσ++ + dσ−−
(14)
the real terms in the helicity amplitude (squared) cancel and the iij terms will survive
and give a non-zero spin asymmetry. The appearance of this non-zero spin asymmetry
may seem confusing at first since we have said nothing about the helicity of the partons
in the target which radiate the gluon field from which the quark is scattering. While the
exact form of the asymmetry will depend on the assumptions made about the target
partons, it is clear that the color field Aµ radiated by the target partons (large x gluons
in our case) will ”know” about helicity of the target parton which is radiating it, as is
illustrated in [13] (see eqs. 19 - 20). Sub-eikonal corrections at small x are known to
contribute to various spin observables [14]. In our case, however, this spin asymmetry
is generated at intermediate-large x corresponding to larger transverse momentum of
the scattered quark.
Furthermore, non-eikonal corrections to high energy scattering at small x have
been shown to generate angular asymmetries in particle production at small x [15].
Very similarly the large x corrections to eikonal scattering considered here results in
angular asymmetries, with the important difference that the asymmetries generated
in our formalism will be at higher transverse momenta than the standard small x
results. We emphasize that, unlike eikonal scattering, the projectile quark here loses
energy (rapidity) which could be used to investigate beam rapidity loss and the limiting
fragmentation phenomenon [16] in high energy collisions. Furthermore, our approach
allow one to calculate ultra-high energy neutrino-nucleon cross sections [17] which
receive significant contributions from the small x kinematic region but are dominated
by a large hard scale ∼ mW,Z .
There are several issues that need to be investigated further and clarified before
one can apply our results to phenomenology. For instance, it is easy to show that
all the new non-eikonal contributions vanish at small x and one recovers the standard
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eikonal (tree level CGC) results. Taking the high transverse momentum limit, on the
other hand, one is tempted to disregard all the soft multiple scatterings. However this
matching with pQCD must be done carefully [18] in order to avoid difficulties with
gauge invariance and needs to be better understood. A study of this limit in DIS
structure functions calculated using our results here is in progress.
It will also be interesting to go beyond our tree level process and consider radiation.
The simplest case is radiation of a photon from either the initial or final state quark [19].
This would allow one to investigate photon-jet angular correlations from low to high pt
(from low to high x) and study appearance/disappearance of the away side peak and
its dependence on the exact kinematics of the process. One can also investigate cold
matter energy loss, from incoherent Bethe-Heitler to coherent LPM regimes at the same
time using our approach. Calculating photon radiation would also serve as a warm up
for the calculation of gluon radiation [20] which would then allow one to investigate di-
jet production and angular correlations in the full transverse momentum range, unlike
the CGC calculations where one is limited to the low pt range. Radiation of a real gluon
will also be part of the one-loop corrections to our tree level result, which augmented
with virtual corrections, would lead to scattering cross sections which generalize and
unify the small x expressions of ”kt-factorized” CGC [21,22] with collinearly-factorized
pQCD [23] approach at large x.
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